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3. a country/ host/ European Football championship/ they/ play/ in the tournament.
4. ice/ float/ you/ drop/ it/ in water
5. my daughter/ eat/ too much chocolate/ she/ get/ sick

UEFA CUP Crossword Puzzle
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ACross
2. a series of games; a competition
3. a place or organization that organizes a special event
5. the first goal scored during extra time in a football match
6. a sports official who conducts the game

Down
1. to gain a point in a sports game
2. to participate
4. something the winner gets
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Do Your Homework! Dice Game
To English teachers: Cut out the die. Fold in the shape of a cube. Paste the grey sections to the inside of the die.

Work in pairs or small groups. Students take turns to roll the die and answer the questions. The game’s over when all 
students have answered all questions.
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Do you like 
homework? Why/ 

why not?

Do you do 
homework at school 

or at home? 

Do you think 
homework is 

useful?

Do you think you’re 
given too much 

homework?

Do you think 
homework helps 
you remember 
things better?

How much time do 
you spend doing 
your homework?

Most of us 
remember things 

right away. 
True/ False?

Practice helps us 
remember things. 

True/ False?

Even if I 
concentrate I 

can’t understand 
the teacher and 

remember things 
better. True/ False?

I remember things 
well when the 

lesson is interesting 
as well as when it is 
boring. True/ False?

I often feel 
overloaded. 
True/ False?

I always pay 
attention in class. 

True/ False?
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Activity 1 – Basketball
Students prepare paper balls. Make two teams. Students take a shot at the trashcan/ box/ etc.  First ask a question to 
Student 1.  If s/he answers correctly then s/he can have a shot at the basket.  If the student gets the ball in the basket 
then s/he wins 2 points.  If the student hits the basket without going inside then s/he wins 1 point.  The team who gets 
the most points is the winner.  
Tip: You can play this as a board game, too.



SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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LIFE IN THE FUTURE

MARS ONE 
Write in will or won’t. 

1. A company called Mars One  ..............................................................................  build a colony on Mars.

2. The applicants  ............................................................................................... have long years of training.

3. The colonists  .......................................................................................................... see their friends again.

4. They  ................................................................................................................... build new homes on Mars.

5. The colonists  ......................................................................................................................  have fresh food.

6. They  ...............................................................................................................................  have to save water.

7. They  .................................................................................  have to produce food, water and everything.

8. There  ...................................................................................................................................... be any doctors.

9. They  ..............................................................................................................................  come back to Earth.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Design your own robot teacher!
Underline the quality you like better. Explain why.
It is taller/ shorter than/ as tall as me. 
It is smiling/ serious/ angry.
It is a man/ woman/ kid.

Complete the sentences and draw your own robot.

It has  ............................................................................ hair.

It has  ..........................................................................  eyes.

It wears  .................................................................................

It can  .....................................................................................

It’s name is  ..........................................................................

Hello! My name is 
................ and I’m your 

new teacher,
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SPEAKERS’ CORNER 

Famous Inventors and Discoverers
Student A
Ask your neighbour questions to complete the information.

Portrait Name Nationality Invention/
Discovery

Nicola 
Tesla

remote 
control

German 
Jew

Thomas 
Edison

improved 
light bulb

Scottish

Benjamin 
Franklin American

electric 
battery

Alexander 
Graham 
Bell

telephone

Portrait Name Nationality Invention/
Discovery

dynamite

Henry 
Ford American

French

Scottish penicillin

theory of 
evolution

Auguste 
and Louis 
Lumière

French

book print



SCHOOL RULES
Read the following school rules and write in are allowed/ are not allowed or have to.

1. Boys...................................... to wear jumpers (but all the girls do). When the boys see a teacher 

coming they quickly ...................................... take their jumpers off (Slough, Britain).

2. Kids...................................... to wear jackets with a designer name on it because it gives their school 

a bad name (London, Britain).

3. Girls........................... to be seen after school hours talking to boys in our uniforms (Bristol, Jess).

4. Kids ........................... take at least one food that is healthy! (Birkhill, Britain)

5. Kids ........................... to use ONLY blue pen and ..................... draw with a pencil (Newcastle, Britain).

6. Kids ........................... sit boy/girl and they.......................... certain pencil cases (Southampton, Britain).

7. Kids ............................... to write in any other colour except for black (Wales, Britain).

8. Girls ............................... to sit next to boys and they ............................... to wear yellow socks only 

(Newcastle, Britain).

9. Kids ............................... stand up every time an adult walks into the room, whatever they’re doing 

(Thirsk, Britain).

10. Kids ........................... bring EVERYTHING with them. Their exercise books, pen, pencil, ruler, pencil 

crayons, your bag, paper in case you don’t have your book, reading book and your bag. The bad 

thing about it is that they ........................... carry it round all day. And also, they can’t have hats 

and scarves, only gloves (Yorkshire, Britain). 

11. Kids ........................... to wear goggles in school swimming lessons because they are a  safety 

hazard (Gloucestershire, Britain).

12. Kids ........................... to carry their bags around with them because it’s a safety hazard. They 

........................... carry all their books around in a big pile and someone’s always dropping them! 

(Newcastle, Britain).

And some school rules from around the world.

1) Some students ........................... come to school 45 minutes before the first lesson to hang others’ 

coats. But they ........................... be there only in mornings, so nobody gives the coats back. And 

they ........................... to take them themselves. And if they do, they can’t go home (Tallin, Estonia).

2) Kids ........................... to hug each other at school (Florida, the USA).

3) Kids ........................... to use red ink at school (or red pens) (Australia, the UK).

4) Kids ........................... to use hard balls at school so kids don´t get hit (Toronto).

I. 1. are not allowed, have to; 2. are not allowed; 3. are not allowed; 4. have to; 5. are allowed, have to; 6. have to, are not allowed; 7. 
are not allowed; 8. are not allowed, are allowed; 9. have to; 10. have to, have to; 11. are not allowed; 12. are not allowed, have to 
II. 1. have to, have to, are not allowed; 2. are not allowed; 3. are not allowed; 4. are not allowed


